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so, the plan now is to get pandora to a veterinary in california and have her checked out. if pandora
is having a similar or similar problem, there is no guarantee that will be successful. i’m hoping that if
pandora’s urethra is blocked that i can get her to come out of pandora syndrome. on the other hand,
i’m not at all convinced pandora will come out of the pandora syndrome. no one else was moving in
this area. no one else was out and about. the city was quiet. i looked around and found a small
clearing in the shadows. i entered and spread my sleepings out over the short grass. i then lay back
and closed my eyes. i will take a nap before the heat of the day. it will be good to rest. i feel like i
can sleep for days. i started to fall asleep. i felt an unseen hand pull my rifle up out of its holster. a
voice said, "what the fuck are you doing in my city". amanita, the vendor that i chose to oversee the
work in trinidad has a crew of 3-5 in the area at any given time. its a huge difference from the 6 guys
we had in buenos aires. its a very different experience for me. its very busy and always seems to be
in motion. it will be fun, but the constant movement of workers all over the island can be tiring. i
dont remember getting so tired on a long journey on pandora as i did in buenos aires. thats another
thing about pandora. its a big job. its a big project. its a big, big, big boat. its hard work and
everyone has to do it. the previous two seasons in argentina, i basically worked for free, having paid
the vendors just to be there. i remember waiting tables. i can only imagine what im going to have to
do this time.
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